Automatic registration of pre- and intraoperative data for long bones in minimally invasive surgery.
The Minimally Invasive Procedures (MIP) in orthopedics have grown rapidly worldwide, as clinical results indicate that patients who undergo MIP typically experience minimized blood loss, smaller incision and shorter hospital stays. For most MIP, a preoperative 3D model of the patient anatomy is usually generated in order to plan the surgery. The challenge in MIP consists in finding the correspondence between the preoperative model and the actual position of the patient in the operating room, also known as image-to-patient registration. This paper proposes a real-time solution based on ultrasound (US) images: the patient anatomy is scanned by an US probe. Then, the segmentation and the extraction of bone contours from US images result in a 3D point cloud. The Poisson surface reconstruction method provides a 3D surface from 2D US data which will be registered with the preoperative model (CT volume) using the principal axes of inertia and the Iterative Closest Point robust (ICPr) algorithm. We present quantitative and qualitative results on both phantom and clinical data and show a mean registration accuracy of 0.66 mm for clinical radius scan. The promising registration results show the possible use of the proposed registration algorithm in clinical procedures.